Math Homework Website Rubric
Criteria
-Letter to Parents
(Front page)
-Information tab

Level 1 (D)
-No Letter of
introduction to
Parents on front page
- No extra information
tabs available for
parents

Level 2 (C)
-Letter of introduction
present on front page
-Letter vague and not
appropriate
- Some tabs for extra
parent information – not
clearly defined

Homework Tab
-Grade Appropriate
-Expectations
clearly defined
-Clear Link to
Classroom
activities

-No homework
assignment tab
-No homework
available

-Homework attached
- Limited connection to
classroom teaching
-Outline, expectations
present but lack specific
details
-Somewhat related to
home connections (doable
at home)

Website Links
(Tabs)

-No links tabs evident

-Website Links evident,
-Website links
disorganized
-Website links incomplete

-Website links tab clearly
evident
-Website links organized
-At least 2 listings for each
category (parents &
Students)

Webpage Layout

-Webpage is
disorganized
-Webpage not visually
interesting
-Difficult to navigate
-Many grammatical
and spelling errors
-Research paper not
included.
-Sources not cited
-No philosophy
indicated
-Research not relevant
to topic of home
connections

-Webpage is organized
-Some difficulty in
navigation
-Somewhat interesting
visually
-Some grammatical and
spelling errors
-Research paper included
-Sources cited
-Philosophy on home
connections evident
(stated)
-Most research relevant to
philosophy

-Webpage is well organized
-Easy to navigate
-Visually interesting
-Few grammatical and
spelling errors

-Detailed research paper
included
-Philosophy on home
connections and its
importance clearly stated
-Research clearly supports
philosophy

-Highly detailed research
paper included
-Philosophy on home
connections and its
importance very clearly
documented
-Research very clearly
supports philosophy

-Resources used not
documented

-Resources used and
documented
-Not in proper APA format
-Resources not
appropriate for home
connections research and
the classroom application

-Resources clearly
documented
-Mostly in APA format
-Most Resources support
home connections research
and classroom application

-Resources very clearly
documented
-All using proper APA
format
-All resources appropriate
for home connections
research and support
classroom application

Grammar/Spelling

Research

Resources used

Level 3 (B)
-Letter prominent on front
page
-Somewhat clear and
understandable
-Explanation of purpose of
website and how to use
-Tabs for extra information
for parents available easy to
navigate
-Homework tab present
- Homework linked to
classroom teaching
- Outline of expectations
present, with some details
- Considerable connections
to the home connections in
research (easily doable at
home)

Level 4 (A)
-Letter very prominent on
front page
-Very clear and
understandable
- Expectations and usage
very clearly explained
-Extra information for
parents readily available,
extremely user friendly
-Homework tab present
and easily found
- Homework supports
teaching and learning in
Math.
-Exemplary outline of
expectations,
-Details of homework clear
and easily understood
-High degree on
connection to research
(very doable at home)
-Website links tab very
clearly presented
- Website links very well
organized with explanation
for possible use
-More than 2 listing for
each category
-Webpage is extremely
well organized
-Very user friendly
-Very visually interesting
-No grammatical and
spelling errors

